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SUMMARY
The momentum inteyral equations are derived
f,,r the boundary layer on an arbitrary curved ,s.uffaee,
u,_ing a ._'tceamlil_e eoordDmte ,_'y,_tem. Computa-
tions _:f the turbulent boundary layer on a slightly
yawed cone are made.for a Prandtl _umbec of 0.729,
u,_dl to.free-._.tream temperalure ratios of _'/,, 1, and
2, and .lIaeh n.umber._ .from 1 to ._. D_fection o.f
the fluid in the boundary layer.Item outer ._tream
direction, local fl,iction co<fieient, di.s'plaeement _'ur-
.face, lift eoeffcient, aml pitching-moment eoefieient
are presented.
INTRODUCTION
The flow of a hulfinar boundary layer over a
eol_e in a supersonic sit'(,ana has been well (,stab-
fished, no! only when tile cone is alined wilh the
free slream (refs. 1 and 2) but also for certain
perturbed m,,tions. Moore (rt, fs. 3 and 4) has
compuie(1 the boundary layer on a cone at angle
of altack, and lllingworlh (ref. 5) has found tile
flow when the cone is spinning. Recently, the
laminar 1)OUl_(lary layer for a cone lhab is l)olh
spinning and at angle of attack has been investi-
gated (vefs. 6 and 7).
The corresponding trealn4ellt of the turbulent
boundary layer on a cone has only been begun.
Van Driest (ref. 8) and Gazley (ref. 9) have studied
the cone at zero angleof attack. They have found
transformations relating lmundary layers on cones
to those on flat plates. Van Driest's method
represents the tuvl)ulent stresses aceor(ling to the
mixing-lengt]_ theory, while Gazley uses the
momcnlum-integral equations.
The investigation of the cone at yaw (attack)
or in spin is impeded l)y the lack of any generaliza-
tion of the turbulcnt stress representations to
I Supersedes NACA Technical Note 4208 by Willis If. Braun, 1958.
three-dimensiolml boundary layers. Moreover,
it appears from experimental measurement (see
ref. 10 for review of experimenl_d results) thai
the "l)rineipl(, of indeliendenee" may not hohl
for three-dinwnsional lurl)ulent boundary layers.
TImt is, on a yawed cylindrical surface, tile flow
in the plane normal to lhe axis may no! develop
independelltly of that along the generniol's, ns
in laminar, ineompressil)le flow. Fl'om these
considerations it appears that a resolution of the
equatiol4s of motion along a body coordinate sys-
lena will not, in general, lend to a tractable prob-
lem. More appropriate for this ease is the integTal
method as applied t)y 31ager (ref. l l), which
follows the development or the boundary layer
along n streamline, a ssm-ning that the thickness,
sldn friclion, attd other properties behave nearly
as in 1)lane flow.
The following developmenl exlemls _[ager's use
of the inh,gral melhod to compressible flow over
arbitrary curved sm'faees. The specific ease of tile
t urt)ulent houmhu'y layer on a cone al small angle
of yaw is considered. The forces exerted by lhe
boundary layer on the cone and lhc heat lransfer
(o the surface are eonlput(,(1.
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defined in equation (19)
defined in equation 118)
constant
frictional drag coefficient
local friction coeMeient (defined in
eq. (12))
fi'ictional lift, coefficient
Ifilehing-moment coefficient
define(1 in equation (51)
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defined in equation (42)
frictional drag force
frictional lift, force
deternfinant of metric coefficients
metric coefftcienis
in tegral
constant
defined in equation (40)
h[ach numl)er on surface of tin-
yawed cone
5[at!h number on surface of yawed
cone
Math number ahead of shock
pitching moment
index, equation (15)
Prandtl number
pressure
distance from apex of cone
Stanton number
arc length in ith direction
temperature
time
veh)city component in direction of
cone ray
velocity componeni in i t_' direct ion
circumferential velocity compo-
n en t,
conslants defining polenlial flow
coovdinale in slreamline system of
coordina I es
deflection angle at wall
defined in equalion (45)
ratio of specific heals
displacement surface height
boundary-layer thickness
displacement thicknesses, equation
(11)
yaw angle
parameter defining pressure in po-
tent-ial flow
cone half-angle
momentum thicknesses, equation
(tl)
yaw parameter
viscosity
kinematic viscosity
parameter defining density in po-
tential flow
density
viscous Stl'ess
so
Subseril)ts :
m
8
w
Superscril)t.:
angle about wind axis
angle aboul body axis
mean value
stream value
wall value
vahle on unyawe(t cone
INTEGRAL EQUATIONS ON A CURVED SURFACE
Consider the boundary layer of tlfickness 8 on
the surface S of sketch (a). The projection of
the stream vclocily u, on the surface determines
the x _ (lircction. (It is asmm-wd that _,_ is the
velocity a potential flow wouhl have at the
surface.) The direction in the plane of the
surface normal to x _ is designated x "°. With the
choice of x ° norm_d to the surface the result is a
right-handed orthogonal system. There can, in
general, 1)e a pressure gradient in the x2 direction.
The effect of the pressure _adient is much
stronger upon the low-energy fluid in the 1)ram(lacy
layer than upon the ouler stream. Consequently,
u 2 does not vanish in the boundary layer, ant1 the
lurning of the streamlirtes within the boundary
layer is greater than at x °=& The angle of de-
flection between the ouier streamline and lhe
limiting direction of the streamlines at the surface
is denoted by or.
1
(a)
The element- of arc ds in the x-syst-em is given by
(d.,') _= g00(dz °) _+ g,, (dz') _+ 9.2,:(dx "°)
where the g, are the metric coelIicients. Of these,
gu and gz, are functions of x °, x _, x 2 determined by
the surface S. 133, choosing x ° to be the normal
distance from S, it is correct to set_ g00-_l. With
the definition
g_ !go] =gug22
f
!
I
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Ihe equation of conlinuity becomes (ref. 12)
2
i=0
(1)
The nlomenlum eqm_lions are (as derived fi'nm
r(,f. 12)
2
1 ap i r_.,) 02 (P;/u"-t </, a.,., g, _ _'_ O_ _ _ 2 (2)
/
/=0
In equation (2) u _, is the covnrinnl derivalive of
tile conlravariant w'elor u _ with respect 1o ;#,
and r _tis lhe stress lensor excluding pressure.
It is more eonvenien[ to have (l) and (2) in
terms of lhe physical components of the velociiies
and slresses. The p|wsical components are given
by
(i) = _+g,_'u_ (3)
.. l.q,--,
r0J)=VG 4 (4)
and the q re lenglhs in lhe []n'ee eonrdinale direc-
1ions are
d.q;) =v'r+ _ <Lr,' (5)
If, in addition, the resulls of the appendix are used
io choose the dominant turbulent force terms,
equations (1) and (2) become, respectively,
2
2Vao_(i)_ ,., aL_-p ,.cu b47)- In i_]=o (6)
i=0
l/lid
2
&t(1) In _t-z-2[-+
i=0
+p_(l)u(2) a In_/qn pu2(2) a lnx,/_
a,,.(2)
0r(01) ap
(o) (1)
2
0'_(2) o In ;--
i=0
_ .q_2 p,a2(1 ) a+pu(1)u.(2) O In _ In _'.tg_N
&v(1) -5x (2)--
(7)
a_ (02) ap
a._(2) as (2) (s)
Outside lhe 1)oundary layer, equations (7) and (8)
become
_u_ bp
pm,_ &s'(1) O,,'(I) (9)
and
,, _ In +,i.qii bp
P__; a.,.(2) a._(2) (lO)
Equniions (7) and 0% are now io be inh,graled
across ihc boundary layer with ihe use of (6),
(9), (10), and the following definitions of dis-
placemen{ and moment.urn lhieknesses:
_ -- _
 '=f0 [1 °I p_._ls I
211 u(l)qpu(1) dx o01l _ ----
L lla =.] Ps?l.
6,=_f[ pu (2) dz o (11)
Ps _ls j
_,) u (2) p u (1) d.rO021_-- lls ps?l._
_[.6. (2) p u (2) dj,O
Jo ?l_ Ps _ls
The result, is
i)Oli 5 -- _ __ bO..,i
0,,'(1_-k0" _ In pd;_ _'.q22+_* i).,.(1) In u,-t-0,,-_)
b 5 ,-- b_*
. p.,Gg,I--O,2.25,'(1) "(.q_2 &,'(2)+0.,, _-2/In : hi
a ,-- r (01),__ 1
--6* _ In PsUs _'gII-- ps?l_ --2 Ci (12)
502_ 5 : , b02_
6,.(l_-F0_, _ In p,u, g22-e5,,.(2)
b , b -
j,- (0.+_*) 5,'(2)- In @,+G,, O,_'(NIn p,u_ '(
=_Gr(O_=2C_tana (13)
In deriving (12) and (13) use has been made of
[lie fact that the metric coefficients change very
little over the tliickness 6 of the bom3dary
layer, so that (ref. 12)
(;;)]
C5._7_-2)hi xg<j=_hl ;--
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where in each of equations (14) R is some radius
of curvature. Terms of order S/R compared with
Illllty ]laVe lJt'ell neglecled in (i3).
Equations (12) and (13) govern tile development
of a compressible tmundary layer on a curved
surface on those portions of the surface where the
radius of curwtture is very much greater than
the bovndary-layer thickness. In this respect
|he foregoing derivation resembles that of Timman
(ref. 13) for laminar, incompressible boundary
layers in contrast to that of 5lager (ref. 14) for
incompressible 1)oundary layers over axisymmetrie
bodies at yaw.
VELOCITY PROFILES AND FRICTION
COEFFICIENT
The five boundary-layer thicknesses (1I) thai
arise in the equations or motion (12) and (13)
are functions of the two velocity profiles in the
boundary layer u(1)/u_ and u(2)/u,, and of the
density ratio o/re. These three unknown variables
ahmg with the friction coefficient CI and the
deflection angle a give a total of five. Therefore,
hypotheses about the boundary-layer charach,r-
istics must be added to the two equations of
motion for the sysh, m to be solvable. The only
hypotheses avaihtl)le are those suggested 1)y
studies of the boundary layers on flat surfaces
where the streamwise pressure gradient is neg-
ligible. It is convenient to write these hyl)otheses
here and to discuss in a subsequenl section
whether they are appropriate to a cone at yaw.
With respect to the velocity profile in the
direction of the free stream, the customary
assumption of a power law is made; as in planar
flow,
_,, -\-_/ (15)
t
The index n is known to vary roughly as the
logarithm of the Reynolds numl)er (ref. 15),
although to simplify computations it. is usually
kept at a constant value between 7 and 9.
The component of crossflow in the homMary
layer v(2)/u, must vanish both at the wall and at
the edge of the boundary layer, as shown in
sketch (a). An expression which yMds a quali-
tatively correct profile and which is also quanti-
tatively accurate for slow flows (ref. 11) is
'u(2) (x°'] '/" (1
V:::\_-/ \ --_)'tan. (16)
For the density ratio p/p, there is available
under the condition of negligible pressure gradient
the quadratic in the velocity profile that hohls in
plane flows (e.g., ref. 8):
p % [ "(I)_-,10("(1)-')231m=T., 1 tB (17)us \ u_ / j
where
B=-(ltPr_ 7_1 3I_.) T_--IT" (lS)
,F=-Pr>_77 -1 ._I_ _ (19)
The subscript s refers to conditions outside the
boundary layer, and Tw is the (constant) temper-
ature of the wall. The factor Pr',_ is an empirical
correction (ref. 16).
Again, using a property of plane flow, the
fi'iction coefficient is replaced by a generalized
Blasius fornlula
The subscript m refers to reference conditions in
the bmmdary layer. Eckert (ref. 17) gives for a
reference temperal ure
1
_1 5I_.T, (21)T,_=_ (T,,,-_ T,)-[ 0.22 Pr_
The value of t(is generally taken as about. 0.045
2 (0.045) for a cone alined
for a flat 1)late and _,_
with the stream.
The relations (15) through (21) reduce the
number of dependent variables to two, the
thickness 6 and the deflection angle a. Stream
Maeh number and ratio of wall to stream temper-
ature are the parameters. Further progress in
the solution of the equations of nlotion (12) and
(13) requires knowledge of the stream of a given
configuration (i.e., 3/,).
STREAM COORDINATE SYSTEM ON A SLIGHTLY
YAWED CONE
The coordinate system on the yawed cone is
composed of the l)otential-flow streamlines on the
sm'faee and their orthogonal trajectories. The
flows on the surface of an unyawed cone and a
yawed cone are compared in figure 1. Whereas
the surface streamlines coincide with the elements
of an unyawed cone, on a yawed cone they are
deflected by the circumferential pressure gradient.
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FIGU'RE 1.--Coordinate systems on unyawed and yawed cones.
The potential flow may be found for small yaw
angles E by use of tlm tables of reference 18.
(The definition of e used here and in ref. 18 is the
negative of that of some treatments.)
Ill terms of the angle _oal)out tile wind axis, and
to first order in e, l]le radial and circumferential
components of velocity are given by
u=_+ex cos ,p (22)
w= ez sin ,p (23)
where x,z)7 are coefficients tabulated in reference
18 against cone angle and Mach number. The
velocity _ is recognized as the radial velocity at no
yaw (e--0). When making computations it is
necessary (rcf. 3) to replace the values of z appear-
ing in reference 18 by z=--z (tables) --2x/sin O.
At the surface of the cone it is allowable to first
order in e to replace the angle _oby the cone angle
(rcf. 19). Then the path of the streamlines on
the surface of the cone is given by
dr
u dt
de, (24)
w r sin O (ti
Yawed
Integration of (24) yields
2" ] --COS _,_ F,.; (sin _)-; $,,107 -2 s|,10j, k J (25)
where each value of the parameter x_ is associated
with a streamline. The exponent e/sin O appear-
ing in (25) is the parameter describing the per-
turbation of the system from zero yaw, and is
hereinafter denoted as X:
e
X-- . (26)
sm 0
Let the function f(x 2) be chosen so that at zero
yaw (X-0) x2=--cos _b. Then
f(x2 ) 1+x 2
=1 --x_ (27)
Equations (25) and (27) taken together are an
imI)licit transformation from r,¢/ to xL Their
combination yields
x2= --cos ,k--X sin2¢ ' In [r zla (sin ¢)-(_la)silo] (28)
Equation (28) describes the streamlines on a
yawed cone to first order in the yaw parameter X.
The new coordinate x = runs from --1 at. the top
of the cone to +1 at. the bottom.
The curves orthogonal to the streamlines are
defined by
dr ez sin _h
rsin 0 d_= _+_, cos ¢
whMl upon integration yiehls
x':r( 1-x sin_O z e°s _k)u (29)
On the left of (29), x _ is a parameter associated
with the family of normal curves or, alternatively,
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a eooMinate measured along the sire,reclines.
Equations (2S) and (29) are tile transfornlation
from the lmyawcd 1o the yawed coordinale
system.
The inverse iransfornmtion is readily found
to be
r ,,'_ 1 --X (sin =o) _ a'_ (30)
(31)
eos_=--x2--X[1--(x2) 2] (_lll.C l
x sin O )2_ In [1--(.,e)21
On the surface,
(32)
(ds) _ (dr)2q [r (sin O) de] 2
= g,l (d.?) _+ g.z.2(d* _)
g22:
Using (30) and (31) in (32), it is found that
gn= 1 --2X (sin _ O) =zx2 (33)
(x 1 sin O) 1 --2Xx 2 sm 2 0+_ In a_1 -- (.r2)2
x. x sinO 1))--= sm 0--- - In [t-- 0'2) 2 (34)u _ 2
The density and velocity at the edge of the
boundary layer are also required in lhe equaiion
of motion. They are obtained fi'om reference 1S
to first order in X as follows:
:r sin 0 )u2.-u2+w2='_ 2 1--2X _ x 2 (35)1l
)--_-- x 2 (36)
P
Ps=)3 ( 1-x ' sift O )_- x 2 (37)P
From (35), (36), and (37), it follows that
7_ 1 /J n
and
31_ _-_ [l+X (sin o) ,,)5 ,_ L,
In the preceding equations, a bar over a quantily
indicates its value at zero yaw.
With the aid of exTressions developed, it is
possible to show that, for a cone a,t small angle
of yaw, the forms hypothesized for lhe velocity
and densily profiles in the preceding seelion are
indeed appropriate. The sut)stilulion of (16),
(33), (34), and (37) into the equation of motion (7)
gives, upon neglecting hq'ms of second oMer in c_
and X and the term of order _,
2
b.,.(i) A b._.(o)
i=0
The pressure gradient is seen to be negligible, so
thai. the velocity profiles (15) and (16) are good
approximalions.
Moreover, replacing u(l) by temperature and
r(01) by heat flux over heat capacity in the pre-
ceding equation results in the energy equation.
This is the condition necessary for Reynohls'
analogy between stress and heat flux 1o hoht.
Consequently, the density (or temperature) pro-
file (17), which i._ based on Reynohls' analogy, can
1)e properly used for the cone a! small angle of yaw.
SOLUTION OF THE MOMENTUM INTEGRAL
EQUATIONS
The momenlmn integral equations (12) and (13)
are now to be wrilten for a yawe(1 cone at consl'mt
temperature in lerms of the 1)oundary-layer lhick-
ness a and the defleclion angle a. In order to (lo
Ihis it is necessary to evah,ale first the integrals
(11) using (15) []n-ough (21). II is convenienl to
specialize at, once to n--7 in the profiles (15) and
(16) and 1o make the following definitions:
/-, _=£t V'(t.C
f] /"di-L,._- (1 + Er_Z_._) _
1 F  -22;i[
4+F+B 2L1 ÷B-..t _
+ 2.712(m -- 1) I_ -- J_m/,,,__ ]
_, =1,,._._v-_l _., 7_
w
>)__.
_F( n :r./,r_,a(y_l)_2 ]
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Then to first order in X and a, the displacement.
and momentum thicknesses (11) become
_----1--78 -TWrw_T/7+X(sin O) _T E( p -- _)I7"
+ Blls, 2+2 x-_2r "Ix 25- 19'2_1
------L0+X(sin O)L1x 2
--=o_- 7(I7--2I,,+ I2d
Tw
-aN1
y=a _ 7 (Is--2115+/22) (40)
_---c_pi
0H _ T T X
T=7 _ (h-A) +X(sin 0)7 T_
_--$](I,--Is)--B,(Is,2--Ig,2)
\P R/
-2 _ _(L )] _U. ' 2--_'19' 2
--- Rg+X(sin O) R,x '2
= C (_)
The integrals 17, Is, and (IT--Is) appearing in
(40) are listed in the tables of references 20 and
21. The integrals I9 and I_o, which are required
to compute I_.2 and I_o.2, may be obtained from
the recurrence relation
The combinations of integrals (/7-2L4+LL) and
(Is--2Ls+I22) shouhl be computed separately,
rather than from the recurrence relation, to avoid
cumulative error.
The Blasius formula (20) may likewise be ex-
pressed in terms of stream parameters at. zero yaw.
If a linear viscosity law is used,
u=(, T
m T_
then (from (20))
c,:K{r]'7
" \TJ \u_/
where
F.
F(sinO) x _] (41)
2_,. 0.11 (v--l) ]I 2\p P u/
2 (42)
Introducing the thicknesses (40) and the fi'ic-
tion coefficient (41) into the momentum integral
equations (12) and (13) gives, to first order in
and X,
_x15 _ (Ro+X sin O R_x9 +_ (R0+X sin 0 R_x91;<x_
(l_X z 2" "v/i--(x') ' E_
--N,6aO(X)] _'fi--(x92(sin0) x t [l+(](X)] Ebbz_P,fa
-I / _\w2/_ \w4
EI+X (sin O)(F--_sin O) x'] (43)
and
b P16a+P16a 2
_x 1 _ [l+(X)]--_ [Ro+Lg+X (sin O) (R_
_ff- (_)_
+L,) _:_]x (sin o) _ z_
=_K\__,,,) k_/ [I+C(X)] (44)
In order to soh-e (43) and (44), the dependent
variables a and 6 are expanded in powers of (small)
yaw parameter X:
tan a:a_X+azX_+. ]
"" ? (45)
_=_O+_lX+. • • J
515676--40----2
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Equation (43) yields equations of zero and first
order in X, and (44) yields a first-order equation
as follows :
x =l:o (46)
=--sin 0 _00 _ x2+6° --sin O Ao] x_
(T,_I/y _-_,/4 ( F-z sin 0 )
+h" \_-1 \_o/ (sin O) \- L',o x2
-t- _'_- (x2)2 5o ha, (P,--N,_ (47)
x lsinO bx:\ R0 /
_0a, z sin 0 y'i-A---(x_):5 ($0a1+2 - - (Lo+Ro) _o
5x _ x _ --u PI x l
Pl \Trm/ k,._o ff oq (48)
Equation (46) is simply the integral equation for
the unyawed cone. The solution of (46) satisfying
the condition _(x_=0)=0 is
_o { T'_2/5( 'SK u_x ) (49)
BOUNDARY-LAYER EFFECTS
From the results of the previous section it is
possible to find the effect of the boundary layer
on the outer stream and the forces it, exerts on
the body.
DISPLACEMENT SURFACE
Let A(xt,x 2) designate the distance, in the nor-
mal direction from the body surface, which the
potential flow is displaced by the boundary
layer. Moore (ref. 22) has shown that A is (le-
t,ermined by
div [p_A-- fo_(p_--pu-_) d.s,(O)]=O (52)
where the arrows designate vector quantities.
In terms of the previously defined boundary-
layer thicknesses, (52) becomes
b _ , b / ,
bs a mu_, g_2(h--_) =_ p_u_ g._._ (53)
Equation (53) and the boundary condition at the
tip show that, on the unyawed cone, the surface
A has the value of the usual displacement thick-
hess 6*. Substitution of (33) through (36), (40),
(49), (50), and (51) into (53) yields
(4 [, 25zN, Lo+Ro "_
A --I+Xx_\9 D+LoSin0q 9 _tLo 14P_+9Ro]Lo3o
(54)
Substitution of (49) into (48) yields
al=sin 0 _ \14_Ro] y1-- (x_)2 (50)
Then using (49) and (50), the solution of (47) is
found to be
_ 4 R1 z z
Roo 14-PT-_+-9-Ro_JkTm] \_o_o _ ) x_
4 (" T'_'/5(5I( _:c '\4/_
------_D\%] \9Ro ;) x' (51)
Equations (50) and (51) show that the boundary-
layer thickness has its greatest changes at the
windward and leeward rays of the cone and that
the fluid in the boundary layer is deflected most
in the horizontal plane (fig. 1).
For a positive value of the yaw parameter X, A
is nearly a circular cone whose axis is inclined
downward from that of the body.
LOCAL FRICTION COEFFICIENT
Because Reynolds' analogy shows that the local
friction cocfl3cient is proportional to the local
heat-transfer coefficient, it is desirable to know
the local distribution of stresses on the surface of
the cone as well as the net forces. Combining
(29), (41), (45), (49), and (51) yiehts the friction
coefficient :
]/ "T "_1/2 {,-_,_,/, _r-]-,/_
{ [r sino-'9 (si,,"o)
-- I i
cos ¢}
(55)
I
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Using as a measure of heat transfer the Stanton
ntlml)er,
St =- q_
c,(T_o-- Tw)_
where qw is the heat transferred at. the wall, %
is the heat capacity, and Two is the insulated wall
temperature, then
s t= _Acf
FRICTIONAL DRAG FORCE
For the net forces on the cone it is convenient
lo transform the stresses from the streamline
system of coordinates (x-system) to the body
system (r,¢,y, fig. 1). The transformations
required are
1 5x_ /(7,, bx2 t--
T(Y¢') =r si_ _ r (()l) (-_' .h, ÷Xcq _' g_2) J
from whictl
r(yr) ----r (01)[1 -[-C (X2)] 1
z ( Ro+Lo "_
r (y¢,)=Xr(01) sin _b_ (sin O) _1 +5 l£P_9_oJJ
(57)
The force on an element of area da _ on the
cone surface is
dF_= r oda _
The net, force in the direction of any unit, vector
-_, ,
?' is
F(v) =f ,,/daJ (SS)
-9
If _' is in the direction of the cone axis, it has no
_b-component, and the drag force is
22FD=2 COS 0 sin 0 r(yr)r dr d¢_
The viscous stress appearing in the integral is,
by (12) and (57),
r(yr)=r(O1)(l--X cos cEsin 0 F--9D
-- _ sm O =--u (sin O) 2 _+_ (59)
The frictional drag coefficient is then
F.
C/)_ _--52rr%i n O
10 (cos / T\ 1/2F5K ( T'_'/'
=v o)K(%) L9 o %/ ×
(60)
To first order, there is no change in the drag co-
efficient, with yaw.
Comparison with the pressure-drag coefficients
of reference 18 reveals that the pressure forces are
of the order of a hundred times the frictional
forces.
FRICTIONAL LIFT FORCE
Consider the force in the direction of unit
-4
vector v in the plane of yaw and perpendicular to
the axis :
(b)
L,
The components of _ are
(v,,v,,vv)=(sin 0 cos _,--sin _, cos 0 cos _) (61)
Combination of (57), (58), (60), and (61) yields
for the ratio of the frictional lift force to the
frictional drag force
_-_D------_--_v=-- _ Fsin O--_D--_ (sin_O)
O)(2x+_'_7+z(1+5 Ro+Lo "_'1,.
_ _sin
"-'\\u o/3 u 14P_+9RoJJ (62)
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FRICTIONALPITCHINGMOMENT
Consider the moment of forces about an axis
through the cone apex, normal to the plane of
yaw :
(c)
The stress r(ry) acts through the apex and so can-
not contribute to the moment. The stress r(¢y)
has a moment arm r cos O, and its component in
the upward direction is
-- (sin ¢)r(¢y)
The pitching moment is then
//=--2 sin 0 cos (sin ¢)r(¢y)r _ dr de
do ..#0
.07
.O6
.O5
H
4-
_-.04
Ckl
1
&
,03
.02
.Olo 2 4 6 8
#2
(a) Integrals arising in _*.
Use of equations (57) and (60) results in
Fvr cos 0
=--X 2_ tan O = !_1-}-5 (63)u 14P, q- 91fo.]
for the h'ictional pitching moment.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
Computations of the boundary layer on the
yawed cone have been made over a free-stream
Math number range of 1 to 4 to show the effect
of cone angle and temperature ratio. The Prandtl
number was taken as 0.7.
The computational procedure is as follows.
For a given Math numl)er and cone angle, the
parameters _, x, z, }_, and n/P are obtained from
reference 18. For a given Mach number M and
temperature ratio TITs, the integrals I7 and Is
are obtained from reference 20 or 21. The inte-
_als /9 and /',o are obtained from /7 and Is by
the recurrence formula. The combinations of
hltegrals (h--2/,_+/_l) and (Is--2I_+I_2) are
also functions of 2_I (zero yaw Math number on
the cone surface) and the temperature ratio
T/T_. They are plotted in figure 2, which shows
(b) IntegrMs arising in 0_l.
Fm_,R_ 2.--Integrals arising in boundary-layer thicknesses.
I0
TURBULENTBOUNDARYLAYERONA YAWEDCONEIN A SUPERSONICSTREAM [ ]
i
th.at, they are nearly linear in :]I 2. From these
pnramet.ers and intern.Is, the quantities Lo, L_,
Re,/i'l, P1, and N1 (eq. (40)) may be el)lathed, atul
with them the coefficients of the previous section.
In fi_lre 3 is shown lhe pnrnmeler (from eq.
(54))
-07),_ ¢,?_ ha- x=0=-9 D+ • sin 0
25z ,YI Lo+ llo
9 _ L0 14Pl+9R0
which determines the deflection of the disl)lace-
meat surface axis from the tone axis. Figure
3(a) shows the effect of temperature ratio on a
20 ° cone, and figure 3(b) shows the effect of cone
angle at constant temperature ratio. A com-
parison with the displacement surface of a laminar
adiabatic boundary layer (rcf. 3) is made. The
parameter is of the same order of magnitude for
i i__'"
2.0'
1.8
- _
I
1.2
1.0
(a)
2 5 4 5
lhe two boundary layers over the _[a('|i nmnl)er
range considered, allhougll slighlly higher for the
lalninar flow. Tile displacement, surface deflec-
tion is slighlly greater for low wall l(,lllperalllrOs
liceausc of the increased density in lhc 1)oundar 3-
hi.yer.
T]le deflection of the inner slreamline is ileler-
mine(1 ])y tile parameter (eq. 50))
ai = (sin O) z ( [_0-t- h>o_'_s{n _ \ 14P, + 91, 0/
Figure 4 shows that t]le deflection is consideraldy
less in the Itlrl)ulcllI l)oundary layer lhan in tile
hunhlar. The fluid in the hlminar layer, having
less kinetic energy, is influenced more t) 3" the I i'tins-
verso pressure gradionl. Figure 4(a) shows the
effect of temporaltlro ralio, and figtlre 4 (|)) shows
the effect of cone anglo. Vi'hen lho wall tempera-
ttli'e is high, the densil.y in the l)ollnda, ry layer is
lowered, llnl] grealel" deflection results.
I P
-t
I
i
i
• I
I
i
2 5 4 5
Mach number ahead of shock, M I
(a) Cone half-angle, 20°. (1>) Temperature ratio, T,,,/'T, 1.
FIGURE 3.--Displacement surface parameter.
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a rad_
Temperature
-- ratio, '
& ,,Y
I 2
1
4 5
Mach number ahead of shock, M I
(a) Cone h:df-angh,, '_0°
.4
.3
.21
\
\ i ' i
""_ < _._3_Ir_ L! Cone[ deghalf@'- angte,_>.O_.t
_ ...___-_ ._0_
2 3 4 5
Mach number ahead of shock, M L
(t)) Temperature ratio, T.,D" , 1.
FIGURI,;-L---Deflection of limiting streamline at surf'_ce
with respect t,q pt)t(!ntiM-fl()w streamlines.
The change in loeal skin-fl'iction coefficient
r(01),_/½opt] with yaw is determined by (eq. 35))
I bCz-] [ D--_ sin20 z
-Pl cos @ 5X k=0 =Fsin O-- _
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Figure 5, a, ])lot of this quanlity, shows thai (he
effect of (emperalure ratio is small, whereas the
effect of cone angle is apprecial)le. The compari-
son with the laminar flow again reveals that the
(url)ulent boundary layer is less affected 1)3" yaw.
The viscous lift coefficient (eq. (6-'2)) is shown in
figure ft. There are two types of forces con(rii)-
u(ing to this cacti]cleat. The viscous shear is
greater on the top of the yawed cone than on the
bat(am, resulling in a lift, fl)rce in the direction of
o
Jk
r--------'--_
I
1.2 -- U! lobo!, 
I :
.8-- _ ....
I
i
Ii
.6-- I 1
I , Temperature
- l I -!--" ratio
.4 -- i
oLd_ 1 1 _ I I J 1
"_1 2 3 4
Much number ahead of shock, M I
J
1
I
i
5
(a) Cone half-angle, 20 °.
5l- I
A
.4
,.oU_
) I
Cone half-angle,
®,
b5
3 4 5
Mach number ahead of shock, M t
(b) Temperature ratio, T_/-T, 1.
FIGI:RE 5.-LoeM skin-friction cnefficicnt.
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.5
.4 \
.3
.2
o
r "_
I
-.I
-.2---
]
!
-.3
I
I
__l
I
I
i
I !
' I__/
IIt
i -- -- --
1
l 1
2
I
t__
3 4 5
Mach number
to) Cone half-angle, '2.0°.
i -
l 2 3 4 5
ahead of shock, M t
(b) Temperature ratio, T,,/T, 1.
FI(]VRE 6. Lift ell a yawed cone.
yaw. The circumferential forces always give a lift,
force opposing yaw. For small-angle cones tile
drag forces grow rehttively larger with Maeh num-
ber until fimllly tile resultant lift is in the direction
of yaw.
Tile l)itching moment is shown in figm'e 7. It. is
proportional to thai part of the lift caused l)y 1he
circumferential forees. It is slightly higher for the
higher rat los T,,/'-T ]localise of the greater deflect ion
of Ill(, low-(h'nsity fluid in lilt' 1)oun(|ary layer.
CONCLUDING RE1MARKS
The over-all picture given by the foregoing com-
putations is that. the turbulent boundary layer on
tlle yawed cone behaves qualitatively like tt_e
laminar layer, but the relative magnitude of the
effect is ahvays less. Thus, the (lcflection of the
fluid in the boundary layer, the frictional lift, and
the frictional t)itching are relatively smaller
because of the higher shear st resses.
The assumptions entering into the formulation
of the problem should be kept in mind in inter-
Ill'cling the results. The assumption that tile skin-
friction law for plane flow holds for fows with
slightly curved streamlines should not 1)c far from
the true piciure. The choice of a power-law profile
for tile velocity component, in direction of tile
outer stream is considered reasonable because the
pressure gradients are small. But the selection of
tile proper profile for the transverse component is
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o o(a) Cone h:df-:uigl< b .0 .
!I
t
FI(:t:RE 7.-- Pit, ching naomer, t.
less certilin mid nl the same time erilicul, for it is
ibis profile lhal delermines lhe lhree-dhnonsionM
(,fret'ls. The resnll,_ prosenie(l here give n-mgni-
Iudes and general Irends but tire not necessarily
quanlil litively aecurllt e.
The nnill)'sis _ves no inforniation lll)oui, the
separation of the t)oundlir Z layer. It is lilnite(1 to
small pert urlilltions, from zero 3-all', of ihe poten-
tial stream; consequently, there are no strong pres-
sure gradients to induce separation• Any form
ftlclor eonsiruete(| from ralios of tim boun(lnr)--
hlyer thicknesses varies at most, lo order X over the
cone surface, w|lereas separation is associated wiih
the growtil of It form flitter to some large critical
Vn] 11 e.
LEwis ]:_E,_EAR(_H CENTER
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
CLEVEL_tXD, OrII(), October 2_, 1957
APPENDIX
SELECTION OF DOMINANT STRESS TERMS
Tho lm'l>uh, nt, stresses arise in equa, l,ion (2) in
the eovarilml, derivnl.ive r_.z. In n plane flow tile
nornutl sl..ressos "_0)'rlyr201 2 nml lhe shoal" stresses
r°,rlo iu'e known from experimental measm'ement
to be of the same order of magtfitude. In throe-
dimension,fl bmm(,lary layers, a(,lditional siresses
r 207r2l,r°2,r_ arise 1.}la I. may be smalhor, but certainly
no larger, than the normal siresses.
In the x _ equation of mellon the stress terms arc
--  0.0+ -
g00 g.I g_2 go0 , .
1 \0;rl{'br]-[- )
, ,)
g'.'2 k, O'f2 i2 2 I_22r i
where it is understoo(,I tirol i is SUlnme(([ fi'om 0
Lo 2. The F_,,,, are I.he Christoff((q syml)ols:
I'_,,, 0 for l#m/n ¢1 (A2)
Also,
r_'.,- roe= 0 ._,(,1 a,.,= 1 (A3)
Using (A2) a.ml (._ta), lhe right sMo of (AI)
becomes
br_ 1 brl 1 0r_. 0 1 ( _ 1
01.0 "1- (_11 _/.1 -t- G _d2-t -'r, ,q,_ I'°tI-_TI _ I'10--(_1 t I'll
) (1°,1 ri,+ rhg22 g'-"-'
1 ) 1 1_21 __ ,/.2 1o __ 1 2 r_2 (A4)g',2 r_2_ t r_ gH g_2
Consider first, the partial derivatives in (A4).
They may be written in terms of the 1)hysieal
components a,ml arc hcngths:
1 .FO_/lo)+b_(ll) , Or(12)"]
_,Ig,_L-a,,,(0) a;,.(ff ± a.,.(2)-J (As)
In a bmnl((hu'y hlyer, lhe stresses vary rapidly in
the dire((,1,ion nornml to the slli'fli,(('e tiut slowly in
directions paralM to it. Thus,
b 1 b b 1
,---, whih' and wliere A,','
a.,.(0) a.,.(2)"
is a dista,nce, measured on the surfa(,'o, over whi((,h
it sl,ress varies an appreciable plil't of its l(`)t,li]
magnil,udo, 'Tlienj
0r(10)/br(ll) Or(10) S,"ar(12)...'As>> 1 (AS)
bx(0) , b.,. (1) as(0)-/
The Chi'isloffel s3nll)ols ,'lYe eompo_l,((1 of lernl_
(if the form
I bg,,,,,, 0
In ,q._
g ..... b._" bx"
Therefore, Io take a lypienl term as an ox, mph,,
I i,_,.._ G r(21) 0 I_ .q,._,,._ 1 r(21) (AT)
r_ }/- "_.q,, a;:(2) _g,_ As
Conseqnon i.ly,
OT(1O)
1 bs (0) 1 , AS .
"lt/_l l 712 _ll 1_2 ' "_ Y>> [
Thus all lerms not involving derivatives of the
stresses ma.y be neglected. (The fact, that. some
of lhe (,hq'ivatives in the Christoffel symbols are
1,aken wii,h rospocl, t,o x ° (hoes not make them
larg((,, for the y,; are nelu'l.y eonst,ant, through (,tie
bollndiu{y ltl.3-er. )
It> is soon l,hal, the only sii'ess 1,el'hi which
remains in the x i equal, ion of niol, ion is
1 Or (10)
_!q_ _s(0)
A similar argument shows lhat in the x _ equation
of niotion the only term of imporianoe is
I Or (20)
_s_ as(0)
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